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SPORTS | Unlikely Hero

STUDENT LIFE | New fit for IT

NEWS | Sushi on the move

The hero of USU football’s latest game took quite a
journey to get to Maverik Stadium

New IT building on campus set for construction

Logan’s fast-serving sushi restaurant moving locations.

see PAGE 3

see PAGE 4

see PAGE 2

Bowl Bound: Aggies reach 6-win
plateau, stay alive for division title
By Dalton Renshaw
SPORTS CONTENT MANAGER

Utah State football (6-4) kept its hopes at

winning a conference championship alive with
a 26-21 win against Wyoming (6-4) Saturday
night, narrowly avoiding a comeback by the
Cowboys, leaning on its defense to snag an interception on the last drive of the game.

Junior quarterback Jordan Love seemed to

find some of the form that made him so pro-

lific in 2018 in Utah State’s road-win at Fresno
State just a week ago. There was a slight resemblance of that form in this game too. It wasn’t

pretty to begin with — two interceptions in the
first 16 minutes — but after a change in tempo
in the offense, Love was able to find his footing
and channeled the heisman candidate from last
season that was so impressive.

Unfortunately, the honeymoon only lasted two

quarters and Love was forced to leave the game

before the fourth quarter. Andersen stressed

that he “can’t talk about that” in regards to
Love’s possible injury and declined to comment
any further, which leaves his availability only to
speculation at this point.

Despite the loss of such an integral player,

Utah State remained poised and found a way to

earn the hard-fought win through the efforts of
some more unheralded member of the squad.

“Bottom-line is, we’re 5-and-1 in conference,”

PHOTO BY Chantelle McCall
Senior WR Siaosi Mariner celebrates an 80-yard touchdown during the second quarter versus Wyoming on Saturday. Mariner finished the contest with 123 receivings yards on four catches as Utah State defeated
the Cowboys 26-21.

one.”

194 total yards of offense and 24 points were

ball they can. And the Cowboys have been pret-

opportunity to play two meaningful games in

Utah State would be in for a battle of posses-

meeting, but that should be expected when fac-

A 21-yard pass to junior receiver Taylor Comp-

both. Now we get an opportunity to play a third

like last year’s game in Laramie. 11 first downs,

Head coach Gary Andersen said. “We’ve had an
the month of November and we’ve won them

The first quarter gave off the impression that

sion and field position with Wyoming, much

all the Aggies were able to muster in the last

ing a school like Wyoming that tries to force

ty successful with that as their tactic.

teams into playing the ugliest version of foot-

see “Bowling” PAGE 5

USU Res Life Jon Huntsman Jr. visits
hosts annual USU campus as part of
drag show
governor candidacy
By Taylor Cripe
NEWS STAFF WRITER

Less than a week after an-

nouncing his second guberna-

torial bid, Jon Huntsman Jr.
arrived at Utah State Universi-

ty on Monday to speak to USU

students about his experiences
abroad and his hopes for the future of the state.
PHOTO BY Nichole Bresee
The performing queens answer questions from the crowd during the annual USU drag show
held on Thursday.

“Having the ability to have

candidates or their surrogates
sit in front of you at an event,

this is great. This should make

By Nichole Bresee
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

you fall in love with our sys-

Glue down those eyebrows and draw on the facial hair, because

these performers, in the words of RuPaul, were “all born naked
and the rest is drag.”

On Nov. 13, USU Resident Life and Logan Pride teamed up to

host the annual USU Drag Show in the TSC Ballroom, where a
packed room of students got to watch 22 performances by the
nine participating queens and two kings.

“I loved seeing the support and how many people came out for

the show,” Allie Stack, psychology major, said. “There weren’t any
empty seats, and it was really awesome to see.”

Before the performances began, audience members got to hear

from Joel Arvizo Zabala, a University of Utah graduate student
and executive director of a private consulting firm. They talked to
see “Drag Show” PAGE 8

tem,” Huntsman said.
Huntsman’s

speech,

which

was titled Utah and the World,

spoke to the global market that

Utah now must compete with
in addition to competing with
other states.

PHOTO COURTESY of Steve Griffin/The Deseret News
Jon Huntsman Jr. talk with employees and clients at KKOS Lawyers and K&E CPAs in their offices in Cedar City, Utah, shortly after announcing
that he is running for a third term as Utah’s governor Thursday, Nov. 14, 2019.

against Nevada, Colorado, Ar-

the world is a global market-

of Utah in 2005.

doors open.”

peting against Asian states to-

that out when they get into the

is that there was this little coun-

thrived by keeping their eye on

against Singapore, Hong Kong,

Additionally, Huntsman said

with no natural resources, how

relevant and competitive. As an

“We think we are competing

izona, California. We are com-

place, and they are going to find

day. Today we are competing

job market.

South

beyond,”

he applied what he learned

Huntsman also told students

during his first term as governor

Korea

Huntsman said.

and

as ambassador to Singapore

“What I learned in Singapore

try, less than five million people
did they survive in this world?”

Huntsman said. “Well they decided in 1965 to throw their

Huntsman

said

Singapore

what a country needs to stay

ambassador, he was asked to
see “Huntsman” PAGE 8
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Sushi Go is on the go
“It’s almost 30 minutes to go

By Josh Wilkinson
NEWS SENIOR WRITER

back and forth,” Park said. “It’s

Utah State University students

and other Logan City residents
now have another option for

satisfying their cravings for
sushi — an option likely to be
closer to home to residents on
the south end of Logan.

On Nov. 7 and Nov. 8, Sushi

Go, formerly known as Aggie

Sushi, held a grand opening for
a new location at 981 S. Main

St. in Logan. The former loca-

tion at 141 E. 1600 N. in North
Logan is still open for business,

making the new restaurant an
expansion for the business rather than a relocation.

According to Sam Park, restau-

rant owner and sushi chef, the
new location is meant not only
to attract new customers but to
make their business more acces-

sible to repeat customers living
south of Logan’s Main Street.

“We’ve been thinking about

[opening another location] for
the past couple of years,” Park

said. “The customers from the
south area keep telling us that

it’s kind of tough for them, since
Main Street has gotten a bit crazy in the last couple of years.”

really hard to make that journey just for sushi.”

According to Park, locals have

been giving positive feedback

via social media about the new
location.

Another

employee

said some locals have even given their approval in store.

“A lot of people are excited

because it’s on the south end,”

said Jennifer Gonzales, a staff
member at the new location.
“We just need to get the word

out about [the new restaurant]
more.”

According to Park, between 40

and 50 people came to the new

location on both days of the

grand opening. Compared to
the 10 people who came to the
first store’s grand opening near-

ly two years ago, Park said the
new store’s opening qualified as
“big progress.”

Still, Park sees further room

for expansion. According to
Park, his goal is to get his su-

shi onto USU campus, where it
will be even more accessible to

USU students. However, Park is

aware he faces stiff competition

in vying for a position as a food
vendor on campus.

FILE PHOTO

“I know that there is an exist-

Marketplace in Logan. While

er price of sushi, and due to

I respect that. There’s nothing I

thinking of ways to attract more

Park began bringing in less of

ing sushi service on campus. So,
can do,” Park said. “Maybe stu-

dents or campus will want us

working at Smith’s, Park began
customers.

“I realized this is a college

because it’s $5. It’s a good price

town,” Park said. “[While] some

Park said he first started mak-

for the majority of people, it’s

for college students.”

ing sushi while working as a

sushi vendor in 2016 at Smith’s

people can afford sushi prices,
too expensive.”

However, because of the low-

“It’s been this location for two

his agreement with Smith’s,

years. It’s not super busy, but

a profit. Park decided to open

said. “Maybe someone with a

his own restaurant, and despite
being less profitable due to the

restaurant’s lower pricing, Park

still feels that his business plays
an important role in the Logan

it’s okay. It pays the bills,” Park

minimum wage can now have
sushi.”

— jshwilki@gmail.com

community.

@jshwilki

A WEEK OF INCLUSION

Utah State University celebrates its first Trans Awareness Week
By Karcin Harris
NEWS STAFF WRITER

Utah State University had several events to celebrate its first

Trans Awareness Week, including a drag show, Pronouns and
Pastries, crafts and an Ask a Trans Person Panel.

Nathon Taylor, the drag show host and planner, said the show

had about 800 attendees and the goal was to make this show
“bigger and better” than last year’s.

“This year, we had over 20 amazing performances from stu-

dents and community members from USU and the Cache Valley

area,” he said. “We also had an amazing keynote presentation
from Joel Arvizo-Zavala, a two-spirit identifying individual who

works at the University of Utah. They provided some amazing
insight on trans issues in Utah.”

Taylor said the trans awareness week events were important

because they provide “a safe space for all individuals, no matter

their gender identity, gender expression, and sexual orientation.
“In Northern Utah, it can be difficult to come to terms with our

identity and accept ourselves for who we are,” he said. “Events

like this provide a safe space for all individuals and to promote
an inclusive university climate.”

Taylor said Trans Awareness Week is a great time for alliance

and acceptance.

“Trans Awareness Week is another example of how we can con-

tribute to a world that is accepting to all,” Taylor said. “As a cisgender gay man, I can’t speak to how this event impacts me per-

sonally, but I can speak on the importance of being a great ally.
Allyship shows solidarity and affirmation towards your peers,
and everyone should have that feeling.”

Caity Moellendorf and Jared Gheen, interns from the USU In-

clusion Center, shared what Trans Awareness Week means to
them.

“It’s all about awareness,” Moellendorf said. “We are an awe-

some campus, but we need to work on our inclusion. The fact
that we’re making all these events and we’re inviting not just
queer students but all students to come participate is really im-

portant because then it brings out the awareness that there are

PHOTO BY Nichole Bresee
A drag queen performer performs in the Utah State University annual drag show, which was held as part of Transgender Awareness Week.
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trans and queer students here. We’re here. We’re sitting in classb
es with you and it’s really important that you know how to be an
ally and how to make campus a better place.”

o
Gheen said Trans Awareness week would help cis students bet
come more involved, inclusive and educated.
n
“Having Trans Awareness Week is especially important for cis
d
people to recognize there are people on the trans spectrum all
m
over,” Gheen said. “In their classes most people have encoun-

tered them. Having a week where we can really celebrate that
h
and raise awareness and education is crucial for students here
U
at USU.”
f
Both Moellendorf and Gheen said their favorite event was the
a
drag show, but that the new events like Pastries and Pronouns

and Ask a Trans Person Panel were important better educate
USU students and promote inclusion.

— karcinharris@gmail.com
@harriskarcin

PHOTO BY Nichole Bresee
Two drag queens perform in the anual Utah State University drag show, held during the university’s first Transgender Awareness Week.
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Meet your Senator — Tiffanee Bird

A lifelong Aggie finds her place as the CEHS Senator

and try it, because I feel like it’s something
that I want to do,’” Bird said.

Sydnee Bird, an elementary education

major at USU and Tiffanee Bird’s younger
sister, has always looked up to Tiffanee as
someone she wanted to be like.

The two spent much of their younger years

together playing soccer, running track and
participating in drill team. They also served
in student government together.

As a close observer of Tiffanee Bird’s role

as CEHS senator, she has learned the importance of getting involved.

“Even though our majors are not the same,

I see Tiffanee is willing to go out of her way
to help every single person in the College of

Education,” Sydnee Bird said. “She wants

@GageCarling
I have a crush on this building

to make a difference.”

Sydnee Bird described her sister as a

hard-working, dedicated and determined
person.

“If Tiff puts her mind to something, she

is going to make it happen,” she said. “She
puts in long hours and always goes above
and beyond in everything she does.”

Because CEHS is home to a broad variety

of majors, Bird’s main focus as senator has
PHOTO COURTESY OF USUSA
Tiffanee Bird is serving as the 2019-2020 Senator for the College of Education and Human Services.
By Kortni Wells
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

Tiffanee Bird is no stranger to Utah State

University. Raised an Aggie football fan, Ag-

gie blue runs deep in her veins. Her mom

and older sister are Aggie alumni. Her
brother-in-law is a current student and her
younger sister is a freshman.

But surprisingly enough, Bird’s top choice

of school wasn’t originally USU. Although

she grew up with the Aggie spirit, the
Tooele native thought she had settled on
Weber State University.

It wasn’t until she talked to a friend before

starting her freshman year that she realized
Weber didn’t quite fit where she wanted to
be.

“My family didn’t push me one way or the

other. I knew they would be coming up for
the games whether I came to school here or

not, and, plus, just knowing about the stu-

dent life and how different it is convinced
me to switch,” Bird said.

Bird felt connected to USU in a way she

hadn’t felt anywhere else. She enjoys that

USU is very student-oriented, with a very

friendly atmosphere and a constant hub of
activity.

“There’s always something going on,

been to bring unity within the college.

“There’s eight different departments and

they range from teaching to consumer sci-

ences to nursing and exercise sciences, so

there’s always something to go to. There’s a

I’ve been trying to work on finding common

said. “There’s always a spot for everybody.”

said.

around Cache Valley.

CEHS council president, on monthly news-

students and they want them to succeed

the college to its students.

body’s so friendly. Everybody’s going to talk

after meeting during their freshman year at

another.”

years ago. The two connected instantly and

club to join. There’s somewhere to go,” Bird

interests between all of those things,” Bird

Bird has always felt comfortable in and

Bird currently works with Calli Weeks, the

“Utah State cares so much about their

letters to bring awareness of the diversity of

and do well,” Bird said. “I feel like every-

Weeks became acquainted with Tiffanee

to anybody. Everyone is so open with one
In her small increments of free time, she

can usually be found watching Friends or

the Aggie Blue Leadership Conference three

“Tiffanee is someone who is always look-

New Girl on Netflix while munching on
When she isn’t getting sucked into the lat-

work well with others. She is always involv-

chips and salsa or quesadillas.

her council, I am amazed at her ability to

est drama between characters, she devotes

ing our council and looking for ways to in-

time to her studies and her role as the Col-

clude us.”

ator, which she serves as for the 2019-20

to the College of Education and Human

school year.

Her decision to run for senator came from

a pep talk with Deidre Thomas, the past
CEHS senator, who reminded Bird that

Weeks admires Bird for her commitment

@laurenrazmussen
Just because I missed my chance
to have an Aggie themed wedding
doesn’t mean you have to ladies
@USUAggies

Services, and the organization she provides
in her position as senator.

“She is one of the hardest workers I know,”

Weeks said. “She is always striving to do the

with a little bit of courage, she had the drive

best for our college.”

“It was one of those decisions where I was

anything is possible.

needed to succeed.

I love parking at USU. It’s like “we
know you have class and we only
have ~3~ parking spots so part of
your degree requirements means just
figuring it out! Good luck, meet the
challenge lmao and remember Go
Aggies!”

have remained good friends ever since.

ing outward,” Weeks said. “As president of

lege of Education and Human Services sen-

@lewnitedstates

As the CEHS senator, Bird has learned that

like, ‘You know what? I should just go for it

see “Tiffanee” PAGE 8

New information technology building planned for USU

Construction planned to begin in May
By William Bultez
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

An information technology building set to be-

gin construction in May on Utah State Univer-

sity’s Logan campus is expected to increase the
effectiveness of the school’s IT services.

Currently, USU IT’s staff and services are

spread out across campus.

“There will be more communication among

IT staff,” said Eric Hawley, USU’s chief information officer. That should result in more efficient IT services, he said.

Hawley said, however, that the services will

not be changed.

According to Hawley, IT currently employs

about 70 full-time workers and 80 to 90 students, mostly in its student labs.

“Utah State University doesn’t exist for serv-

ers and wires,” Hawley said. “Servers and
wires and technology services exist to help

students and faculty and staff get done what

GRAPHIC BY Cameron Mathews

they need to get done.”

Among the services IT offers at USU are tech-

nology support and hardware repair for stu-

dents, faculty and staff, as well as computer

labs where students can go for software and
technical help.

While the building will combine IT staff and

resources, the associated labs across campus
will remain where they are.

The IT Services Building will replace the

parking lot just north of the Nutrition and

Food Science Building, which houses the Aggie Creamery.

Project Manager Lorin Wilcox said his team

just finished determining user requirements

and is now in talks with Hawley about the

schematics. Wilcox anticipates the project to
be “substantially complete” in July 2021.

Although Ben Berrett, the director of plan-

ning, design and construction, says the weath-

er is already a challenge to construction, Wilcox asserted the project is on schedule.
—william.bultez@aggiemail.usu.edu
@willistheginger
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SPORTS

Third school’s the charm
Eric Munoz’s journey to Utah State and unlikely rise to impact starter
By Jason Walker
SENIOR SPORTS WRITER

Utah State redshirt junior linebacker Eric Mu-

noz stood behind a podium, addressing the me-

dia after USU’s 26-21 win against Wyoming on
Saturday afternoon. At first, his manner is rather subdued, especially given how Munoz led

the defense with 13 tackles and picked off two
passes. One of those passes he stole from Wy-

oming quarterback, Tyler Vander Waal, ended

the Cowboys’ attempt at a game-winning drive
in the fourth quarter.

Munoz was the hero of the game. He held the

coveted trophy — Bridger’s Rifle — symbolic of
victory in the rivalry between the Aggies and

Cowboys. But in the middle of answering a
question, the facade broke. Tears welled in his
eyes and the emotion of the day carried.

Just a few weeks prior, such a scene could

hardly be predicted, even by Munoz. For years,
Munoz’s career remained in a state of continu-

ous flux. From Upper Iowa University to junior
college at San Diego Mesa and now as a walk-

on in Logan, uncertainty has been the constant

companion of the Illinois native. With each de-

cision came the possibility that it would spell
the end of his career. A lot of sacrifices came
with each passing choice.

“Transferring three different times is tough,”

Munoz said, “financially, academically, mentally and physically.”

His decision to leave Upper Iowa had been

particularly bold. It meant giving up a scholar-

ship, his avenue to success after football. It was

a decision that didn’t come without opposition
from his parents.

“My dad was pretty mad at me at first,” Mu-

noz said. “We kind of butted heads for a good
amount of time.”

Standing in the team room, facing a small

crowd of media members, Munoz held the
proof that he had been right. Right to leave

Iowa and later San Diego for the unknown that

lay in Cache Valley. His parents didn’t wait for
that proof, however, rallying behind their son
in his quest for gridiron glory.

“When your parents are behind you and be-

lieve in you when you are rolling the dice, it
means a lot,” Munoz said.

PHOTO BY Breigh Williams
Redshirt-junior linebacker Eric Munoz (38) celebrates with Utah State junior linebacker Kevin Meitzenheimer (33) and junior safety Shaq
Bond (4) after making a play versus Wyoming on Saturday.

Upon arrival in Logan, Munoz didn’t have any

few fleeting plays at the end of USU’s win over

the field. At each stop along his football career,

eye of someone on the coaching staff as Mu-

answers as to how he would make his way onto
Munoz had seen success; an all-conference line-

backer in both high school and in the California
Community College Athletics Association. With

noz earned himself a starting role in the crucial
Mountain West matchup with Wyoming.

Munoz had his chance, and he couldn’t let it

the latter, he recorded 69 tackles, 7.5 for loss,

pass by. He couldn’t disappoint himself, his par-

Southern California Bowl Championship.

ly stated best friend, fellow linebacker, Kevin

with 2.5 sacks in aiding the Olympians to the
That success had driven him to try playing Di-

vision I. And having heard tale of Utah State’s

ents or his friends. Least of all, his adamantMeitzenheimer, who started alongside Munoz.

“I couldn’t let them down, especially not Kev-

reputation for turning walk-ons into contribut-

in,” Munoz said, with the tears and emotion

of hope lighting the way.

since I got here. When I wasn’t getting much

ing players, Munoz packed his bags. A glimmer
Unfortunately, a redshirt junior season did

its best to drive all that hope out of Munoz.
The 6-foot linebacker appeared only appeared

twice in the 2018 season, in blowouts against
Tennessee Tech and San Jose State. Munoz finished his fruitless year with six tackles.

Heading

into

2019,

fared

little

reaching its climax, “He has believed in me

playing time or I wasn’t getting an opportunity,
he was always cheering for me, telling me to
keep my head up.”

Several hours and one victory later, Munoz

proved he deserved the trust placed in him by
his parents, his friends and finally his coaches.

I couldn’t let them
down, especially not
Kevin.

prospects

—

Eric Munoz

better. All-American linebacker David Wood-

ward saw the bulk of snaps within the Aggies’

“Eric was awesome tonight,”

two-linebacker base defense. A few weeks into

said Andersen. “He patiently waited for his op-

the sidelines, Munoz walked into the office of

A great story for a great man. After his tear-

the season, having hardly stepped foot between

portunity. He never pouted. It is a great story.”

head coach Gary Andersen, asking how he

filled and sobering press conference, Munoz

“I didn’t really have an answer for him,” An-

onto the shoulders of his coaches and team-

could get playing time.

dersen said, “other than keep on fighting and
keep on battling.”

Such an answer didn’t make anything better.

But when Woodward went down for the season after Utah State’s loss to Air Force, a winPHOTO BY Chantelle McCall
Utah State redshirt-junior linebacker Eric Munoz celebrates a play in the Aggies’ 26-21 win against Wyoming Saturday, Nov. 16. Munoz made
the most of his first-career start with a team-high 13 tackles and two interceptions.

Fresno State. His three solo tackles caught the

dow opened. The Aggies played nearly two

full games before Munoz got a small chance, a

entered the locker room a hero and was lifted

mates who chanted his name. Munoz found the
gridiron glory he chased for years and almost
from coast to coast.

@thejwalk67
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“Bowling” FROM PAGE 1
ton on the opening play of the

game was the highlight of
Utah State’s offense through
nearly 20 minutes. In total, the

Aggies managed just 30 yards
in the first quarter and weren’t

showing signs of clicking on
the offensive side of the ball.

The Aggies put that behind

them and trudged forward
and found a way to exploit
Wyoming’s aggressive coverage style. This was demon-

strated most notably on an

80-yard touchdown pass and
reception from Love to Siao-

si Mariner that put the first

points on the board for Utah
State.

“We saw the defense in cov-

er two and Tyler Hall, really

Utah State’s punt return unit lines up to attempt to block a punt from Wyoming during USU’s game on Saturday.

jumped the arrow route and

you had to point to one, this

lines up there and has ice in

matched that by creating four

instrumental in putting pres-

made the safety be one-one-

in the contest and even though

in the conference games and

and putting massive amounts

line and had a pair of intercep-

play and help my team win

down in the later stages, this

If the first quarter was a

to carry them across the finish

gressive corner too, kind of

s
q

PHOTO BY Breigh Williams

good corner and really ag-

it kind of freed me up and

stretch was the turning point

one and I had to go make a

Utah State’s offense slowed

the game,” Mariner said.

outburst proved to be enough

his veins. Go back on this year
see what he’s done making

field goals. It happened again

tonight, it happened at San
Diego State, he wins the game

of pressure on quarterback
Tyler

Vander

Waal.

When

asked if this was the best per-

formance of the season from

let-down, the second quarter

line.

sounding success. The Aggies

sistent kickers and special

wasn’t looking nearly as glam-

20 points and 10 first downs in

helps a team pull out a win

114 total yards in the third

backer David Woodward out

closed the time of possession

State faced tonight. The lead-

defense stepped up to hold

had to step up, and no play-

of Wyoming and was putting

Dominik Eberle who convert-

niscent of 2018’s stellar cam-

set a Mountain West career

was followed by a 35-yard

field goal attempts.

running back Gerold Bright. If

on,” Andersen said. “Dom

should be considered a re-

Having one of the most con-

amassed a total of 223 yards,

teams groups in the nation

the quarter alone. Utah State

in battle like the one Utah

gap to just five in advantage

er of that group, senior kicker

together a performance remi-

ed four-of-five field goals and

paign. Mariner’s touchdown

conversions record at 61 made

wheel route touchdown to

“He’s a very powerful weap-

last week.”

of their own Saturday night

When Utah State’s offense

ourous in the second half —
and fourth quarters — the
down the fort and retain the
rifle in the Bridger Battle. But
truthfully, the defense kept the

Aggies alive throughout the

entire game. Before tonight’s
matchup, Wyoming had given up just five turnovers all
season. The Aggies nearly

the defensive line, Andersen

agreed saying “I would think
so, yeah.”
With

All-American

line-

for the season, players have
er filled that void better than

redshirt-junior linebacker Eric
Munoz. In his first start of the

ting choked up earlier,” Munoz

tions, including the one that

“It’s been a long time coming

effectively sealed the game for

Utah State late in the fourth
quarter.

“It felt good. Honestly, see-

ing the ball is kind of surreal

when it’s coming right into
your hands, because it’s such

a gimme,” Munoz said. “It was
kind of right to me, so it felt

the third school I’ve been to,

redshirt-junior having to sit

behind some guys has been

tough, and then coming here

and having to walk-on… god

blessed me with an opportunity.”

Utah State will celebrate this

good.”

Mountain West play against

let the clock roll. It felt really

For Munoz, this start meant

of having in one game across

nor victory in what has been

the team with 13 tackles, was

to be honest with you. This is

win for the night, but face its

more than just getting min-

their entire career. Munoz led

said as he fought back tears.

good to drop down on it and

season, he had a performance
a lot of players would dream

“Honestly, I was kind of get-

sure on Wyoming’s offensive

utes on the field. It was a mi-

a majorly difficult process of

toughest challenge to date in
no. 21 Boise State a week from

today in what could be a win-

ner-takes-all match of Mountain Division contenders.

getting to Utah State.

@dren_sports

Girls’ Night Out
employment
opportunites
shop
technicians

lifties

Thursday,

November 21
6:00-8:00 PM

custodians

Position comes with season pass if
employee works enough hours.

apply now!
*Download job application from
www.skithebeav.com
*Bring application to the
Logan oﬃce at
1351 E. 700 N., Logan
Oﬃce hours: 9 am to 5:30 pm
Monday thru Saturday.
Phone Number: (435) 753-0921

141 N Main St.
Logan

Free
Event!
Tiffany
Johnson
Beauty

-Try on engagement rings
-Complimentary hors d’oeurvres
-Hand Massages

-$1,500 diamond
giveaway!

Newcomers finding footing Merrill-y, Merrill-y, Merrill-y,
for USU women’s basketball Merrill-y, life is but a dream
By Joseph Crook
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

This

past

week

combined, the Aggies were out rebounded 90-to-

with the expected result. They demonstrated that

not overly surprising that the Aggies would

rebounds a piece. Combined, the Aggies allowed

also helped demonstrate why Oregon is so feared

States Women’s National Team. It is, therefore,

the

Utah

State Aggies Women’s Basketball team split its two
games, earning a 70-63
win against the Seattle
University

had logged a seven-point win against the United

have such a wide swing in their performances.
In their game against Seattle, the Aggies

came out of the gates quickly, scoring
first, and ending the quarter with a
score of 19-to-7. While the Redhawks

Redhawks

never gave up — they would go on to

and taking a 109-52
loss against the no.1
ranked Oregon Ducks.

The two games put the

Aggies record at 1-2 on

the season and while

the two results are near
polar opposites — winning by seven and then
losing by 57 — the Aggies were up against
two

completely

different levels of

competition. Com-

ing into the matchup, Seattle had a
10-point win over
the Saint Martin’s
Saints,

sion-two
Coming
its

a

divi-

team.

into

matchup

against

Aggies,

the

the

O r e g o n
Ducks

tie the game in the third quarter —

the Redhawks were never able to take

65, letting both Seattle and Oregon pull down 45

37 second-chance points, gifting 15 points to Se-

attle on 18 offensive rebounds and 22 points to

Oregon on 14 offensive rebounds. Ball security

was also an issue as Utah State would turn the
ball over 30 times over two games; however, they

were able to improve from the 17 turnovers that

the team gave up against Seattle, only letting the

they can win the games that they should and they
throughout the NCAA.

The Aggies will stay on the road to play against

the Long Beach State 49ers on Monday and the
Cal State Fullerton Titans Wednesday.
@crooked_sports

By Sydney Kidd
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

Senior guard Sam Merrill has a target on his

back, there is no question about it. The Mountain
West Preseason Player of the Year has won far too

many awards and boasts too impressive of a stat

sheet to fly under the radar. As such, opposing
teams have dared Utah State’s supporting players

around Merrill to beat them offensively.

has proven to be a solid

dares. Utah State is currently 4-0, in spite of teams

averaging 13.3 points

So far, USU’s roster has taken advantage of those

making an effort to corral Merrill — like North
Carolina A&T, who prevented Merrill from scor-

ing for the first 15 minutes of play time on Friday.

While USU’s star senior may not be lighting up
scoreboards himself, the rest of the Aggies have
more than picked up the slack.

ball go 13 times against Oregon.

SPREADING THE BALL AROUND

throughout the game, the Aggies were able to

lot of things right. From the free-throw line the

player lead the team in scoring. Merrill has not led

Against Oregon, it was a completely different

70-percent on 20 shots. They also were able to

knocked down 28 points against Montana State.

a lead, and except for a few tense minutes

pull away with a win comfortably.

story. The Ducks put their foot on the gas coming

out of the gate and didn’t let up. They increased
their output every quarter except for the third
scoring 25 in the first quarter, 27 in the second,
25 in the third, and 31 in the fourth. The Aggies
followed this trend as well until the fourth quar-

Despite the flaws, the Aggies were able to do a

Aggies enjoyed a fair amount of success, shooting

Craig Smith said. “It’s hard for the other team to

cy — only getting one steal — but the team did

ent guys that can do so many different things. It

weren’t able to take the ball away with consisten-

Aggies in their matchup against the Red-

hawks, but against the number one school

in the country, that lack of help showed as a

glaring weakness.

Statistically, the two games are hard to put

together. The Oregon game is an outlier that
will likely not be seen again this season, but

the numbers do tell a story. The paint was not

kind to the Aggies, in both games, the Aggies
lost the rebound battle; in the two games

certainly opens up the floor, makes it much more

One stand out performer for the Aggies was

a solid 13 against Oregon, giving her 42 points in

ter. The lack of depth scoring didn’t hurt the

key on specific guys… when we have all the differ-

force the Ducks to turn the ball over 10 times.

ble figures — sophomore guard Steph Gorman
eight total points from the rest of the ros-

“I think it’s great to have depth,” head coach

the ball 15 times. But against Oregon, the Aggies

sophomore guard Steph Gorman. She scored a

lead the team with 13 — they only received

the team since its first game of the season, when he

play solid defense against the Redhawks, stealing

ter scoring 10, 16, 18, and eight respectively.
While the Aggies did have four players in dou-

In each game, the Aggies have had a different

difficult for a scouting report.”

In the past three games, sophomore forward Jus-

backup for the Aggies,

of the game,” Bean said. “It’s all team-ball.”

and

attitude when it comes to racking up points and

5.5

rebounds

a game so far. A ju-

nior college transfer,
the power-forward
has also shown
his

some
ter

spot,

up

the

“We thought coming into the year, we’d have a lot

steals against the Redhawks and only turned the

of versatility with this team,” Smith said. “I think

Gorman led the team in points in both games and

the floor, but also being able to attack teams in

ball over twice in the course of the two games.

it’s showing with some of the stuff we can do on

had eight three-pointers overall on 57% shoot-

different ways than we were able to do that last

ing. The Aggies also had key scoring from senior

year.”

guard Lindsey Jensen-Baker (26), senior forward

Marlene Aniambossou (23), and senior forward
Hailey Bassett (18).

In all, the Aggies came away from the two games

ALPHONSO ANDERSON PRODUCING OFF THE
PHOTO BY Samuel Woubshet
Utah State’s Hailey Basset blocks a shot during USU’s game versus
Seattle on November 9, 2019 in Logan. USU won 70 -63.

PHOTO BY Chantelle McCall
Utah State’s Alphonso Anderson dribbles into a drive versus Weber State
on November 8, 2019. The Aggies on the game 89-34.

BENCH

One of the surprises of the season so far, Anderson

Smith said.

That cheer and will-

ingness to spread
the offensive bur-

den has been a
key part of the
Aggies’

glass and

ear-

ly-season suc-

provid-

cess. USU will

ing solid

look to maintain

defense

that momentum as

both in the paint

the schedule turns tough-

and on the perimeter.

er. LSU, St. Mary’s and Florida

Offensively, Anderson has

per 40 minutes of play. Ander-

and five against the Ducks. She earned three

uinely happy for one another,”

cleaning

at Utah State’s helm — recording 18, 27 and 21
these games by margins of 27 points or more.

“Our guys, I think, are very just gen-

at the cen-

two games for an average of 21 points per game.

points, respectively. The Aggies have won each of

ter.

time

also shown a knack for play-

game, pulling down six against the Redhawks

spreading the role of lead scorer around the ros-

by spending

tin Bean, sophomore guard Brock Miller and ju-

She was also able to average 5.5 rebounds per

Coach Smith also noticed the Aggies’ unselfish

versatility

career high 28 points against the Redhawks and

nior forward Alphonso Anderson each took a turn

“We just care what it says by our logo at the end

all loom large as marquee match-

ups on Utah State’s non-conference

making, averaging 3.2 assists

schedule in the next few weeks.

son has also proven reliable at

@SydChap

the free throw line, shooting over

88 percent from the charity stripe
for the season.

JUSTIN BEAN AVERAGING A DOUBLE-DOUBLE

Bean was the leading scorer in a 89-34 blowout

win over Weber State and is averaging a double-double this season. He said there isn’t any

competition between his teammates over who can
sink the most shots.

The magic returns to the Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
By Joseph Crook
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

There’s electricity in the air; it fills every square

inch of the Spectrum, like a lightning strike you
can feel just before the light splits the sky. And

then the tension breaks. And all that can be heard
is the roar of thunder; this thunder is not pro-

vided by rolling clouds nor storming deity, but
by 10,270 people all united in a single cause, to

cheer the Utah State Aggies to victory. The air in

the Spectrum is electric, yes, but it goes deeper
than that. The Spectrum is magic.

The Dee Glenn Smith Spectrum houses one of

the greatest home-court advantages in college

basketball. The Hurd is known throughout the
country as one of the loudest, one of the best stu-

dent sections in the NCAA. That’s a fact acknowl-

during coach Krzyzewski’s tenure, Duke has had

way. Their first two years in the conference, March

port. Opposing teams fear it, opposing fans envy

tore through the Big West Conference until they

three games at home. A record any team would

edged by many, including ESPN and Bleacher Reit, and true-blooded Aggies revel in it.

The spectrum has stood for 49 years and has

been named for Dee Glenn Smith for 48, and

while it has always had the magic in its structure
— always had the greatest fans within it — the

Spectrum didn’t fully show it until a man named
Stew Morril brought out its true potential, until

a home win percentage of 85 percent. The Aggies

were simply too good for it, and had to seek out a
higher level of competition. And so, without mov-

ing an inch, the Spectrum moved up. The Hurd
became even louder, the building became even

The Western Athletic Conference didn’t know

did all that they could do to ensure that their team

games in each season between then and the 14-

magical.

not be conquered at home. The sound of the Hurd

head coach was a nearly unheard of 248-39, a

win percentage of 86. To put that in perspective,

The Spectrum was still magic, but the magic was

Spectrum began its golden age. The Aggies could

echoed in the rafters, encompassed the court, and
reverberated in the hearts of fans and players

alike. Bringing pride and courage to the Aggies,
and fear and trembling to whoever stood in their

They got into the head of the opponents and they

would win, and, with the Hurd’s help, the mag-

ic of the Spectrum took over. The Aggies would

not lose a game that season. In fact, the Aggies
would not lose a single game in the 2008-2009
season either. Going into the 2009-2010 season,

the Aggies had won 34 straight games at home,

and would add three more before Saint Mary’s

the 2011-2012 season, and they would lose five
15 season. Then Coach Morrill retired. The Hurd,

man who knew how to reignite the magic: Craig

do with the Hurd in full force, and it shows. Last

behind them. For years, the Aggies have taken

of South Dakota, Smith received many accolades

Their best home record since the 2010-2011 sea-

for his work and won a few conference champion-

ships, but there was a higher call. A call to come

to Utah State, to come to the Spectrum, and that
is what he did.

Hired on March 26th, 2018, Coach Smith has

which had been so energized, had been so re-

made bringing the Spectrum magic back one of

there was still the feeling of electricity, but it was

reporters that the team “really want[s] to bring

vered, began to diminish. They were still there,

like a storm that had already passed, had already

seen its glory, and was going into the distance to
dissipate, only remembered by those who had

Utah State is poised to win the Mountain West

this year, for the second season in a row. They

Smith. As the former head coach of the University

son, but like all golden eras, this one had to end.

ful on our game, and in turn, we have one of the
best home-court advantages in the country.”

season, nor would they lose in the 2010-2011 sea-

and the Aggies.

In the 2007-2008 season the Hurd held their

But the magic refused to die. Refused to allow

the storm to fade, and the Spectrum brought a

Aggies would not lose another game at home that

hope for, but it wasn’t enough for the Spectrum

gloried in it.

But the Spectrum would not be deterred. The

have been proud of, a record any team would

starting to fade. They would lose four games in

In his tenure as Utah State men’s basketball head

Aggies overall home record with Stew Morril as

could not. Beat the Aggies at home.

merciless reign atop the nation’s student sections.

what hit it; it was entering the WAC when the

coach, Stew Morrill brought the Aggies glory. The

College was finally able to do what 37 opponents

more revered, the Spectrum became even more

he came in the 1998-1999 season and harnessed
the magic.

2005 to March 2007, the Aggies would lose only

his top priorities. In a recent interview, he told

the spectrum magic back.” That it’s “fun to see the

enthusiasm around campus,” and that “the Hurd
is incredible… they are so creative and so impact-

Coach Smith recognizes what the Spectrum can

season the Aggies went 14-1 in the Spectrum.

son; the Aggies not only had success at home,
they carried the magic with them wherever they
went. They would end the season 28-7, the best

record for any first-year coach in Utah State his-

tory. They carried the magic and made it to the
NCAA Tournament; the Aggies had hope, they

had life, and they had a spirit that wouldn’t die.
But it wasn’t meant to be that year. The Aggies
would fall in the first round. However, the Aggies

have no intention of stopping, the Spectrum won’t
let them stop.

50 YEARS OF SPECTRUM MAGIC

have the talent and they have the entire school

pride in their school. From north to south, east to
west, school spirit can be felt in every corner of

campus, and this year is no exception; it can be

seen in the faces of the students as they walk to

class in the freezing rain and wind. It can be felt.

It is a palpable force. Utah State is a special place,

and the Dee Glenn Smith Spectrum seems to be a

focal point of that spirit. It has taken the energy,

taken the electricity that crackles in the air, and

has turned it into something greater, it has turned
it into magic.

@crooked_sports
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Queen said. “Just last year, when I did this show,

“Drag Show” FROM PAGE 1

was my first time in drag. The outfit was okay.

the audience about what being LGBTQ meant to
them and their journey of self-discovery, as well
as others they have witnessed.

“I’m really, really grateful they invited me to

attend,” Zabala said. “I was born and raised in
Utah, and it can be conservative, but I’ve always
wanted to do drag myself. I knew I just need-

ed to do my best at the event and share some
stories, but after this experience, I’m making it

a goal for myself that a year from today, either
here or somewhere else, I’m going to do drag.”
Zabala

encouraged

students

to

remain

open-minded to the world around them and to

be themselves and do what makes them happy,

highlighting how they proudly carry a purse into
court no matter the stares they get.

“Expectations can be good sometimes; they can

help us learn and grow and become exactly who
we are, but sometimes those expectations aren’t
ours,” Zabala said. “So you just have to say, I’m

interested in something different, and be open

and honest enough with yourself to pursue

whatever it might be and look for inspiration
everywhere.”

The show opened with the host, Ms. Gigi, per-

forming a lip-sync mashup of Miley Cyrus hits.
The queens and kings performed a variety of

different lip sync styles, from slow ballads to
throwback bops. Drag king Marlone even took

the chance to send a message about consent at
the end of their performance, while drag queen

Jathiccc Wellz hyped the crowd up with a charismatic and death-drop filled performance.

“I absolutely loved Jathiccc’s performance,”

Stack said. “She was awesome. She had so much
personality and I loved her outfit.”

Following the show, the queens and kings sat

down for a Q&A session with questions sent in

by audience members. They answered a variety

of questions, from how they got their drag name
and first times in drag to whether someone
could do drag without having to be sexy.

“I got my name because I wanted to go off of

“Tiffanee” FROM PAGE 3

The makeup was questionable. And the hair was
a choice.”

“Students have a voice and

“My favorite part about drag is being funny,”

anything can happen,” Bird

mances I’ve done are all about humor, not sexy.

someone about issues and be

you don’t want to be funny, be dramatic. There’s

a difference.”

Marlone said. “Some of the best drag perfor-

said. “Any student can talk to

So if you don’t want to be sexy, be funny, or if

led to the right sources to make

a lot of different ways you can do it.”

Ellie Sutton, a current room-

Drag queen Brandy Champagne also shocked

mate of Bird’s, characterizes her

to jumpsuit outfit was hand-sewn and designed

tive and intelligent leader, with

sew by taking fashion classes during her time

“She is quick to love, easy to

the crowd by revealing that her two-in-one dress

as someone who is a competi-

by herself. She said that she largely learned to

a contagious smile.

at USU.

follow and enthusiastic about

some final words of advice for any aspiring drag

does,” Sutton said. “I admire

Closing the event, the queens and kings offered

performers in the audience.

pretty

much

anything

she

her goodness, her determina-

“Be yourself,” Jenna Say Kwah, a drag queen,

tion and happy nature.”

ter at Utah State in January, she

Bird will graduate with three

advice to have confidence and

As an exercise science major,

years under her belt this May

and is looking forward to the

world of opportunities that are
beginning to open up for her.

hopes that students take her

courage in themselves, some-

thing she has aimed to develop
from her freshman year.

“Just have confidence and cour-

She often spends time dream-

age that you can go out there

goal of running a non-profit or-

said. “You can talk to your pro-

ing of her down-the-road career
ganization that develops health
programs in other countries.

But for now, she’ll continue

researching

graduate

school

opportunities in the western
United States, with the goal to

start an occupational therapy
program in the near future.

As Bird begins her last semes-

and you can get involved,” Bird

fessors. You can make friends.

You can do anything as long as

you have confidence in yourself

and 10 seconds of courage to
put yourself out there.”

—kortni.marie.wells@aggie-

mail.usu.edu

@kortniwells

said. “There’s plenty of people to guide you and

there’s plenty of people to listen to you cry and
hear your problems, and they will lead you to be

better, but you have to start with yourself first.
That’s where you truly find an art that you enjoy.”

Brandy Champagne added to that, encourag-

ing audience members to not compare them-

selves to other performers and be themselves,

while drag queen Madam Lacrude told them not

to let the expenses of drag stop stop them. But
no matter their reasoning, the overall consensus
was clear: just try it.

“If you’re nervous about getting into drag or

performing, I encourage you to just do it,” Emerald, a drag queen, said. “It’s always scary step-

ping up on this stage, but the more you do it,
the more you look out on the crowd, have them

cheer you on or tip you, the more appreciation
you have of your bravery. It’s very brave to step

on the stage, but every time it’s been worth it for
me, and it’ll be worth it for you.”

— nichole.bresee@aggiemail.usu.edu
@breseenichole

Lizzie McGuire, who’s my favorite,” Lizzie Mc-

“Huntsman” FROM PAGE 1

a big part of that, and he wants to take action

to ensure that Utah’s teachers want to stay and

serve on their economic development board and

become part of the community.

makes it happen.”

body president, Huntsman said that there is no

got a front row seat to how “a competitive nation

Speaking with Sami Ahmed, USUSA student

“Back then, the big issue is that we were lacking

opportunity without risk.

As a former member of Singapore’s economic

someone hasn’t found their passion and thy are

learned and create the Governor’s Office of Eco-

ing,” Huntsman said. “Everyone of you is a genius

economic vitality,” he added.

“The thing that is the heartbreak for me, is when

development board, he was able to apply what he

advanced in life and they are just kind of drift-

nomic Development, which is still around today.

in some way. Every one of you has something that

Huntsman said when you think of the economic

success that Utah has, think of Singapore.

“Think about a governor who had been inspired

is totally unique that only you can do.”

Jon Huntsman Jr. was the governor of Utah

by the best of the best in the world, and who was

from 2005-2009. According to recent poll num-

make it happen.”

trailing Lt. Gov. Spencer Cox for the 2020 guber-

able to apply those competitive principles and

In addition to economic policies, Huntsman also

bers from the Salt Lake Tribune, he is currently
natorial race.

hopes to address issues in education.

“What is going to be important to our future?

Keeping good people here,” Huntsman said.

The only way to keep good people in Utah, ac-

cording to Huntsman, is to have an outgrowth of
strong communities, strong schools and an edu-

cational system that recognizes the competitive

world we now live in while preparing kids for

that reality. In order to succeed, Huntsman said
we “must do something about our teachers.”

“Do you realize we have a 40-45 percent turn-

over after five year, two and a half times the national average?” Huntsman said.

Huntsman said he believes that compensation is

PHOTO COURTESY of Steve Griffin/The Deseret News
Jon Huntsman Jr. speaks during a forum at the Michael O. Leavitt
Center for Politics and Public Service at Southern Utah University
in Cedar City, Utah, Thursday, Nov. 14, 2019.announcing that he is
running for a third term as Utah’s governor Thursday, Nov. 14, 2019.

PHOTO BY Nichole Bresee
This year’s annual USU Drag Show, put on by USU Resident Life in partnership with Logan Pride, featured 22 performances.

FINANCIAL ABUSE =
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
Financial abuse is the control of a partner’s
ability to earn, use and maintain money and

(435)753-2500
capsa.org

occurs in 99% of domestic violence cases. If
you are being prevented from making money
or using your money, CAPSA can help.

#knowCAPSA
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2020 BALLOT

Select the candidate or write-in who you think is best! Must vote
for a minimum three categories to be counted.
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GROCERY STORE

BREAKFAST

SANDWICH

APARTMENT

BURGER

MEXICAN FOOD

BANK

FRATERNITY

COFFEE SHOP

RESTAURANT

SORORITY

STUDY SPOT

ON-CAMPUS FOOD SPORTING GOODS

DATE NIGHT SPOT

HIKING TRAIL
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Cafe Sabor

Alpha Sigma Phi

Alpha Chi Omega
Kappa Delta

JEWELERY STORE

Bring completed ballot to TSC 118 or go to usustatesman.com/best-of-logan
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OPINION

a
g

PHOTO BY (AP Photo/Meg Kinnard, File)
In this Oct. 9, 2019, file photo, Democratic presidential candidate Sen. Elizabeth Warren speaks about the student loan debt relief legislative at South Carolina State University in Orangeburg, S.C. Warren has been rising in the polls for months, has become a Democratic presidential primary
front runner who is being portrayed by Kate McKinnon on “Saturday Night Live.” But for many, Warren is still a relative unknown.

State your case: Student loan forgiveness
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T
we are “asking taxpayers toC
C
cover individual decisions regardless of how good or badB

Would forgiving student loans do more to help students or hurt taxpayers?

AGAINST

FOR
By Scott Froehlich
SPORTS CONTENT EDITOR

no-brainer, many people think

comes to student loans is the

taking money from taxpayers

uate in and the potential for

loan forgiveness amounts to

Earning a postsecondary de-

gree or certificate these days

is all but necessary to find a

decent career, but it should

not bankrupt students in the
process.

According to a report by the

National Student Clearinghouse Research Center, 17.5

million graduate and under-

graduate students enrolled
during the Spring of 2019.
Over that same period, the

U.S. racked up $1.4 trillion
in student loan debt, ac-

cording to data provided by
the credit reporting compa-

and giving students a retro-

actively free ride in school.

Except that isn’t the full story.
It is fair to feel fleeced as

a person whose taxes go to-

wards tuition costs that are
not

their

loan

own.

forgiveness

However,

programs

are merit-based, in that they
award people for successful-

ly completing their schooling

rut it forces students to grad-

delaying certain life events.

five years ago. That may not

seem like much compared to

the cost of a car, but the cost
to pay off the loans over 10

years with the average inter-

est rate of 5.8 percent brings
the total to around 42 grand.
Mind you, this is just the average and those seeking degrees beyond a bachelor’s will

owe much more: just ask your
doctor.

This is where loan forgive-

ness comes in to save the day.
Not only do these programs
relieve the burden of student

debt, they also incentivize

hard work in school and allow
students to follow through
with career aspirations.
While

implementing

such

policy in the U.S. seems like a

discussions

about

with student debt and many

cluding the idea of student

married and starting a family

student loans is a common

In an ideal world, college

the campaigns of presiden-

to enable students to work

and Elizabeth Warren. These

ship is linked to millennials

several hot-button issues, in-

are holding off on getting

loan forgiveness. Forgiving

due to their financial pitfalls.

proposal,

would be affordable enough

tial hopefuls Bernie Sanders

part-time or full-time jobs to

plans are a lot easier said

vidual debt is $31,671 per

person, up 25 percent from

The democratic debates have

renewed

— Scott Froehlich

In the state of Utah, indi-

are likely to be making con-

The decline in homeowner-

The formula then becomes
simple: graduate from school,
get a job within your field and
stick with it for a few years.

ny Experian.

order to pay for tuition and

By Emily White
OPINION COLUMNIST

especially

within

than done, and the promises
politicians make often have
unintended

consequences.

For example, both Warren

and Sanders’ proposals would

require trillions of dollars

in order to pay off debt that

many taxpayers never agreed
to shoulder. Because of this,

and going on to find a career
within their specialized field.

Not only are qualifying grad-

uates working to earn for-

giveness, they are also paying

off their debt in the interim.
For teachers, having some or
most of their debt expunged
requires a five-year gap between the time they start

working until they become
eligible.

That

amounts

to

roughly half the amount they
owe, if they set up the afore-

mentioned 10-year payment
plan.

pay for tuition. Unfortunate-

the proposal to remove stu-

is not getting any cheaper

enormous amount of inequal-

erage student do not pay

The way that these plans are

ly, postsecondary education

dent loan debt promotes an

and jobs available to the av-

ity.

well enough to avoid taking

set up is unfair. Let's consider

continue funding programs

debt free. They spend copious

out loans. It is imperative to

those who get through school

that stimulate the workforce

amounts of time working in

by ensuring students have a

path to prosperity without
the obstacle of debt to hold

them back for the first 10-plus
years of their careers.

Scott Froehlich is a junior

The formula then becomes

who is studying print journal-

get a job within your field and

his wife and son from Price,

simple: graduate from school,
stick with it for a few years.

Perhaps one of the most

tragic consequences when it

ism. He moved to Logan with
Utah, where they attended
school at Utah State University
Eastern.

stant sacrifices so they can
make ends meet. Ten years

after they complete school,
debt free, they have to pay

tax money on someone else's

student loans. These tax con-

sequences would apply to all
loans that were forgiven under PAYE, REPAYE, IBR and

ICR, which are all basically

pay as you earn programs.
Americans can expect “a stu-

dent loan forgiveness ‘tax
bomb’ of between 10% and

37% of the amount forgiven,

depending upon your taxable
income after loan forgiveness.” In other words, if stu-

dent loans are forgiven, every

American citizen will have to
pay for student loans, regardless of whether or not they
have student debt or even

went to college. “Even Eliza-

beth Warren admits her plans
would cost $1.2 trillion over

ten years — a tab taxpayers
are expected to handle on top

of everything else.” By asking

for student loan forgiveness,

Steve Marcus/Las Vegas Sun via AP,File

they are.” Forgiving studentM
loans fosters irresponsibilityP
B
and creates a world that isn’tc
fair to those who avoid debt. a
s
Getting student loans isr
not a bad thing. Receiving ac
B
higher education is becom-B
ing more and more importH
ant, and student loans have

helped many people attendP
M
college. However, these are
R
personal decisions, and theyi
w
should carry personal consel
quences. That means payingb
off your debts yourself. Peoplem
F
pay off their student loans allO
the time; it’s not impossible.&
a
Of course debt is hard to dealc
with and can be overwhelm-G
O
ing, but that doesn’t justifyG
a debt forgiveness programN
1
that punishes taxpayers for
a decision that wasn’t theirs.M

You shouldn’t be required toD
pay off my student loans, andC
n
I shouldn’t be required to pay$
off yours. That’s not fair. I be-$
T
lieve in equality, do you?
F
3
a
I
M
p
If you have a contrary
a
v
opinion to the ones found
m
in this article, please write 5
G
a brief letter to the editor
S
and email it to opinion@
s
G
usustatesman.com. For
D
specific guidelines about
P
letters to the editor, please $
C
refer to the Utah Statesman’s
S
website.
M
H
5
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SOLUTION FOR : 11/12/2019

TO PLAY: Complete the grid so that every row, column 
and every 3x3 box contains the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved, just use logic to solve.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Automotive

DONATE YOUR CAR TO
UNITED BREAST CANCER
FOUNDATION! Your donation
helps education, prevention &
support programs. FAST FREE
PICKUP - 24
HR RESPONSE - TAX DEDUCTION 1-855-507-2691
DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK
OR BOAT TO HERITAGE FOR
THE BLIND. Free 3 Day
Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free
Towing, All Paperwork Taken
Care Of.
CALL 1-855-408-2196

Building Materials

METAL ROOF/WALL
Panels, Pre-engineered Metal
Buildings. Mill prices for sheeting
coil
are at a 4 year low. You get the
savings. 17 Colors prime material,
cut to your exact length. CO
Building Systems 1-800-COBLDGS

Health & Nutrition

Portable Oxygen Concentrator
May Be Covered by Medicare!
Reclaim
independence and mobility
with the compact design and
long-lasting
battery of Inogen One. Free information kit! Call 877-691-4639
Full Spectrum, CBD Rich Hemp
Oil. Known to help reduce stress
&
anxiety, improve sleep, manage
chronic pain. Lab Tested. USA
Grown not
Overseas. 100% Money Back
Guarantee. Save Over 33% CALL
NOW:
1-877-225-9169

Miscellaneous

DISH Network $59.99 For 190
Channels! Add High Speed Internet for ONLY
$19.95/month. Call Today for
$100 Gift Card! Best Value &
Technology.
FREE Installation. Call 1-866360-6959 (some restrictions
apply)
INVENTORS - FREE INFORMATION PACKAGE Have your
product idea developed
affordably by the Research & Development pros and presented to
manufacturers. Call 1-877-6495574 for a Free Idea Starter
Guide.
Submit your idea for a free consultation.
Get NFL Sunday Ticket FREE w/
DIRECTV Choice All-Included
Package.
$59.99/month for 12 months. 185
Channels PLUS Thousands of
Shows/
Movies On Demand. FREE Genie
HD DVR Upgrade. Call 1-833599-6474

Frontier Communications
Internet Bundles. Serious Speed!
Serious
Value! Broadband Max - $19.99/
mo or Broadband Ultra - $67.97/
mo. Both
Include FREE Wi Fi Router.
CALL For Details! - 1-866-3074705
HughesNet Satellite Internet 25mbps starting at $49.99/mo!
Get More
Data FREE Off-Peak Data. FAST
download speeds. WiFi built in!
FREE
Standard Installation for lease
customers! Limited Time, Call
1-844-294-9882
DIRECTV NOW. No Satellite
Needed. $40/month. 65 Channels. Stream
Breaking News, Live Events,
Sports & On Demand Titles. No
Annual
Contract. No Commitment.
CALL 1-877-927-4411
Stay in your home longer with
an American Standard Walk-In
Bathtub.
Receive up to $1,500 off, including a free toilet, and a lifetime
warranty on the tub and installation! Call us at 1-877-838-9074 or
visit www.walkintubquote.com/
utah
Earthlink High Speed Internet.
As Low As $14.95/month (for the
first 3
months.) Reliable High Speed
Fiber Optic Technology. Stream
Videos,
Music and More! Call Earthlink
Today 1-844-240-1769
Put on your TV Ears and hear
TV with unmatched clarity. TV
Ears
Original were originally $129.95
- NOW WITH THIS SPECIAL
OFFER are
only $59.95 with code MCB59!
Call 1-866-233-2402
Two great new offers from AT&T
Wireless! Ask how to get the new
iPhone
11 or Next Generation Samsung
Galaxy S10e ON US with AT&Ts
Buy one,
Give One offer. While supplies
last! CALL 1-866-717-7052
ENJOY 100% guaranteed, deliveredto-the-door Omaha Steaks!
SAVE 68%
PLUS get 4 FREE Burgers Order
The Favorite Gift - ONLY $69.99.
1-855-400-2212 mention
code:59104VZF or visit www.
omahasteaks.com/cook45
Send Fairytale Brownies Over 25% off for the holidays!
Christmas Brownie Bliss - 36 pc.
Bite-size. Belgian chocolate. Six
flavors. Only $39.95 + FREE shipping. Order now, ship later! Call
1-844-652-8199 and ask for item
CR436L or visit www.brownies.
com/m97187
Give the gift of delicious oranges
fresh from the grove! Four
unique
varieties. Twenty delicious oranges. LIMITED TIME OFFER.
Only $19.99

( $5.99 s/h per box). Call
Hale Groves 1-888-641-9543.
Mention item #487 and code
HMVH-N202 or visit www.
halegroves.com/A12204
A PLACE FOR MOM. The nation's largest senior living referral
service.
Contact our trusted, local experts
today! Our service is FREE/no
obligation. CALL 1-866-809-8003
Send a box full of winter sunshine
this holiday season! Hand-picked.
Mixed fruit medley. Satisfaction
guaranteed. SAVE 20%! Only
$19.99.
Free Shipping. Call Pittman &
Davis 1-855-724-4796 and mention item
#MXFM and code PMVH-N189
or visit www.www.pittmandavis.
com/M10126
Personals
Meet singles right now! No paid
operators, just real people like
you.
Browse greetings, exchange messages and connect live. Try it free.
Call now: 844-400-8738
HELP WANTED
Staff Member
Seeking applicants for immediate
employment: Little Wonders is
where young children
come to grow and develop intellectually, socially and emotionally. If you are organized,
dependable and value inquiring
minds, then we would love to
meet you. Must love children
and be willing to uphold a high
standard educational environment. Apply by sending
resume to lwsouthoffice@gmail.
com or by bringing in a resume
to 3223 S Main ST. Nibley
UT 84321
Email lwsouthoffice@gmail.com

photo@usustatesman.com

— —————
Klaus VanZanten
video manager

video@usustatesman.com

HAVE A STORY TIP OR IDEA?
CONTACT OUR NEWSROOM:

435-797-1775 OR EMAIL:
EDITOR@USUSTATESMAN.COM

COMIC BY Steve Weller

Biggest Private Room at the 900
Factory for Spring Semester!
Take over my lease for Spring
Semester at the Factory! Its the
most fun you'll have at
school. Check out link for all the
amenities, its like a country club.
I'm moving out of state.
https://900factory.com/
I have the biggest room in the
apartment, everything is brand
new at the factory so very
modern. YOU'LL ALSO GET
MY RESERVED PARKING PASS
RIGHT OUTSIDE! No
walking!
$470 rent
$65 utilities
I WILL PAY $300 towards your
first month IF YOU TAKE OVER
MY CONTRACT! Great
deal, call me today! 70two85nine-928two
GO AGGIES!! UTAH STATE
UNIVERSITY USU
No advertisers or scammers
Email malibustacye2@yahoo.com

@UtahStatesman

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

Call for dental coverage today to help
save money on big dental bills.

This is real dental insurance from Physicians
Mutual Insurance Company that helps pay for over
350 procedures – cleanings, fillings, crowns, even
dentures.
• No annual maximum, no deductible
• See any dentist you want – including your own
• Over 50? Coverage as low as $1 per day

Call now to get this
FREE Information Kit

1-888-919-4729
dental50plus.com/utah
*Individual Plan. Coverage not available in all states. Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance policy/ certificate of this type. Contact us for complete details about this insurance
solicitation. This specific offer is not available in CO, NY; call 1-800-969-4781 or respond for similar offer. Certificate C250A (ID: C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA;
NY: P150NY; OK: P150OK; TN: P150TN)
AW19-1034
6197
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NOVEMBER 19 - 25

30 59
L H

TUESDAY

27 46
L H

WEDNESDAY

21 41
L H
THURSDAY

21 42
L H
FRIDAY

22 43
L H
SATURDAY

5 DAY
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FORECAST

11/19 11/20 11/21 11/22 11/23 11/25

Finals: Plan for
Success
12:00 pm
Merrill-Cazier Library
Room 411
Logan, UT

USU Printmaking
Holiday Sale
4:00 pm
Chase Fine Arts Center
FAV 106
Logan, UT

USU Printmaking
Holiday Sale
10:00 am
Chase Fine Arts Center
FAV 106
Logan, UT

USU Printmaking
Holiday Sale
10:00 am
Chase Fine Arts Center
FAV 106
Logan, UT

‘In the Heat of the
Night’
7:00 pm
Utah Theatre
18 West Center Street
Logan, UT

Big Bands
7:30 pm
Russell/Wanlass
Performance Hall
Logan, UT

Great American Smoke
Out: Quit Smoking
Resources
10:00 am
Merrill-Cazier Library
Front Entry
Logan, UT

Good Call / This Is
A Train Wreck / Kid
Carion
7:30 pm
$8
WhySound Venue
30 Federal Avenue
Logan, UT

Fry Street Quartet
Concert with pianist
Frank Weinstock
7:30 pm
Russell/Wanlass
Performance Hall
Logan, UT

Rags & Riches w/
Bakers Pool
8:00 pm
$6
WhySound Venue
30 Federal Avenue
Logan, UT

‘Guess Who’s Coming
to Dinner’
7:00 pm
Utah Theatre
18 West Center Street
Logan, UT
WhySlam poetry event
8:00 pm
$5
WhySound Venue
30 Federal Avenue
Logan, UT

Pericles
7:30 pm
Chase Fine Arts Center
Morgan Theatre
Logan, UT
String Chamber Music
7:30 pm
Russell/Wanlass
Performance Hall
Logan, UT

Smithfield Holiday
Turkey Trot
10:00 am
315 East 600 South
Smithfield, Utah

The Business of
Music
12:30 pm
Chase Fine Arts Center
Logan, UT

Cranksgiving Logan
10:00 am
Aggie Blue Bikes
700 North 800 East
Logan, UT

Public Forum During
USUSA Academic
Senate Meeting
4:00 pm
TSC 322
Logan, UT

Violet’s Journey
2:00 pm
Caine Lyric Theatre
Logan, UT
Pericles
7:30 pm
Chase Fine Arts Center
Morgan Theatre
Logan, UT

SEA Fall Gratitude
Gathering
1:00 pm
TSC Ballroom
Logan, UT
USUSA Academic
Senate Meeting
4:00 pm
TSC 322
Logan, UT
Sounds of the
Stadium
7:30 pm
Chase Fine Arts Center
Daines Concert Hall
Logan, UT

